
CHARTER
-----------------------------------------------
MB-2147 : In-App Signing - Document Signing - Download pdf (Happy 
flow); Android

#AREAS
EPIC | Signing on Mobile - MB-1932
User Story | MB-2147
Session | Deep Coverage session

TestEnvironment | Acceptance-4 
Backend Release | Rel-16.08.2

Handset | Android | Samsung Galaxy Note III | TPRO-Android_01 
Handset | OS | Android | v5.0
Software | Android build | Version | InAppSigning Debug_1964 | 
201608022323

START
-----------------------------------------------
08/04/16 10:00am

TESTER
-----------------------------------------------
Peter Schrijver

TASK BREAKDOWN
-----------------------------------------------

#DURATION
normal

#SESSION SETUP
10

#TEST DESIGN AND EXECUTION
90

#BUG INVESTIGATION AND REPORTING
0

#CHARTER VS. OPPORTUNITY
100/0

DATA FILES
-----------------------------------------------

TEST NOTES
-----------------------------------------------
Create a sign item which creates a document. We created a sign item, 
that need to be signed with an I.dentifier.



Sign item is created via Internet Banking. The flow for Mobile 
Banking is not working yet. 
Will be in back-end release Rel-16.09

Sign item : SSO_de6c97f3eb34483aa8e70c54ed9fe167

Sent this information via the teamdriver.gb tool to the App

Screen 'Overview' opens, I can see the sign item related to customer 
data

Tap on the download button of the document

An intent opened to select a pdf viewer. Select a pdf viewer

The document is opened in the pdf viewer and can be read and stored 
by the user. At this moment in the process, the flag of the document 
displayed in the overview must change.

Tap on the back button. It brings you back to the 'Overview' screen.

In the 'Overview' screen, you can see that the download button has 
changed form shape.

You can sign the document, by tapping on the 'Sign and send' button.

The Identifier selection screen appear and an Identifier can be 
selected. In this case, Identifier-A is selected. The 'Use your 
Identifier' screen appears and you fill in the response code.

Tap on button 'Send', the item gets signed

In this moment of time, a browser intent appears to select a 
browser. When a browser is selected, it direct us to the success 
page.

Test Result : Passed

BUGS
-----------------------------------------------
#N/A

ISSUES
-----------------------------------------------
#N/A


